PAT1 induces cell death signal and SET mislocalization into the cytoplasm by increasing APP/APLP2 at the cell surface.
The cleavage of amyloid precursor protein (APP) by caspases unmasks a domain extending from membrane to caspase cleavage site. This domain induces apoptosis in vitro and in vivo when overexpressed in neurons through the help of an internalization vector. In this model, we previously showed that SET rapidly binds to the internalized domain and is involved in downstream deleterious effects. Under these conditions SET mislocalizes from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, as in Alzheimer's disease (AD). In this report using the same model, we show that PAT1 attaches to the internalized domain earlier than SET and that this binding causes an increase in the levels of APP and APLP2 at the cell surface. Down regulation experiments of PAT1 and of APP and APLP2 show that the increase of the levels of APP and APLP2 at the cell surface triggers the cell death signal and SET mislocalization into the cytoplasm. In the context of AD these data suggest that mislocalization of SET into the cytoplasm may occur downstream of first cell death signal events involving PAT1 protein.